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Executive Summary 
Active Safety System Technologies INC (ASST) is a subsidiary within the UK-based Advanced 

Blast & Ballistic Systems Limited (ABBS) group. 

ASST has an exclusive license agreement to exploit all ABBS technologies in the USA and 

Canada and have access to the systems, patents and expertise of ABBS.  ABBS has the required 

technical expertise and resources to carry out the necessary R&D in the UK.  ASST will be 

responsible for marketing and contracting with other parties across North America. 

 

The ASST Mission 

ABBS develop proprietary technologies that protect American soldiers and citizens - both on 

the battlefield and here at home.  

We offer products in aerospace for eVTOLs and for armored vehicles that we expect to supply 

to the US Army: 

1. Safety Eco-System and Emergency Landing System for electric Vertical Take-Off and 

Landing (eVTOL) Aircraft   

2. A Full Suite of Armored Vehicle Protection Systems 

 

The ASST Vision 

• ASST is the final step in the commercial exploitation of the amazing protective 

technology developed in the UK over the last 13 years. 

• The US represents 50% of the global market for armored vehicles and eVTOLs. 

• ABBS in the UK has developed and patented unique technical solutions to critical 

safety issues for both armored vehicles and eVTOL aircraft. 

• Solutions are now ready for final development in the UK and certification in the USA. 

• Working at the highest levels in our markets, with the Pentagon, the US and UK armies, 

the FAA, EASA, the UK CAA and world-leading eVTOL projects. 

• We aim to make ABBS’ leading-edge patented technologies the unique go-to solutions 

for the major safety issues in the military and eVTOL markets globally. 

• Success in these objectives will maximize returns for shareholders on exit 

 

Investment Required 

We are raising up to $250,000 based on a $6m valuation of ASST to finance marketing and 

ongoing administration costs.  Marketing will primarily be aimed at the eVTOL Safety Eco-

System initially focussing on the growing delivery drone market. This will be complemented 

by appearances at forthcoming armored survivability conferences and the re-arranged 



Technology Discovery Event organised by the Pentagon in autumn 2022, to promote the 

various technologies to the North American market, where we anticipate to secure grants and 

R&D funding from the US Army and Pentagon Rapid Reaction. 

Our Board 

 

 

We also have a strong advisory board to support the 

Officers 

  



Our Products 
ABBS provide the following range of products, which will be marketed by ASST across North 

America. 

Product 1: Safety Eco-System and Emergency Landing System for 

electric Vertical Take-Off and Landing (eVTOL) Aircraft 

Although eVTOLs (drone-like aircraft) have multiple safety systems, they cannot autorotate 

to a safe landing like helicopters following a potentially catastrophic event such as a large bird 

strike. 

Emergency Descent Arrest System for eVTOL Aircraft 

- Co-operation with leading US ballistic parachute system supplier 

- We are currently quoting on rocket motors for launching the parachute system 

Look-Down System to automatically identify emergency landing sites 

- Co-operation with a UK based Artificial Intelligence company to develop a system 

using video and Artificial Intelligence to continuously view the ground under the flight 

path to identify the best current landing sites. 

- The system can also report back via 5G to central control to update the latest status 

of both pre-designated emergency landing sites between Vertiports and ad-hoc 

landing sites. 

- R&D project supported by advice from Vertical Aerospace, Volocopter, and a major 

flight control system supplier. 

- All four of the Civil Aviation Authorities we approached were positive about the 

concept some noting that it will be essential for fully autonomous eVTOLs (i.e. no pilot 

on board). 

- A $1.4m funded R&D proposal has been submitted to the UK Future Flight program. 

Both systems can be applied equally to un-manned delivery drones 

Stroking Crashworthy Seats 

- Stroking seats have long been used in helicopters and offshore racing power boats to 

absorb the energy from vertical movement and protect the occupant. 

- ASST has an agreement with a leading Israeli supplier with many years of experience 

in designing energy-absorbing seats with a focus on ergonomic designs and the very 

best protection levels against high-G loading scenarios which can cause spinal injuries. 

- These seats will be marketed to eVTOL aircraft manufacturers, offering an exceptional 

patented energy absorbing mechanism to protect against the rapid deceleration 

created during a hard landing or crash. The seat will be manufactured from advanced 

materials using a unique manufacturing process that the company developed in-

house. 



 

 

 

  



Product 2: Full Suite of Armored Vehicle Protection Systems 

When a vehicle hits a mine or IED it is often accelerated very quickly up into the air. The 

occupants can be killed or severely injured just by the rapid acceleration upwards. 

Vehicle Global Acceleration Mitigation (VGAM™) 

- Our systems counteract the mine blast forces and can prevent all injuries. 

- Patented high impulse rocket motors keep the vehicle on or near the ground to 

prevent fatal or disabling spinal injuries. 

Carbon Fiber Reinforced Belly Plates  

- Carbon Fiber reinforced belly plate to minimize deformation – up to 30% reduction in 

deformation compared to an equivalent weight all-steel design. This is an important 

parameter for the overall vehicle design which can reduce weight and cost.  

- The belly plate design incorporates energy absorption materials which may reduce 

secondary shock effects. The Graphene Composites ballistic materials may have a role 

here. 

Active Floor Systems 

- Two different automatically re-setting active floor systems to suit different vehicle 

designs.  

Stroking Blast Seats 

- Stroking seats have long been used in armored vehicles to absorb the energy from 

vertical movement and protect the occupant. 

- ASST has an agreement with a leading Israeli supplier with many years of experience 

in designing energy-absorbing seats with a focus on ergonomic designs and the very 

best protection levels against high-G loading scenarios which can cause spinal injuries. 

- These seats will be marketed to armored vehicle manufacturers, offering an 

exceptional patented energy absorbing mechanism to protect against the rapid 

deceleration created during a mine blast. The seat will be manufactured from 

advanced materials using a unique manufacturing process that the company 

developed in-house. 

Graphene Based Ballistic Protection Material 

- ABBS has an agreement with Graphene Composites Ltd (GC) in the UK to collaborate 

on exploring the opportunities to incorporate the graphene reinforced ballistic 

protection materials they have developed in ABBS systems. 

- GC also has a substantial operation in the USA focused on various applications for their 

ballistic materials so with the close relationship with the US Army that ABBS has 

developed, which will continue through ASST, there is some scope for mutual benefit 

in working together to find suitable applications. 



 

 



 

 

 

  



Product 3: GPS Denial of Service Attack Mitigation 

Many US Army, UK and NATO armored vehicle systems rely on GPS, and not just for location. 

It is very easy to disrupt or jam the GPS signal and adversaries have powerful systems to do 

this. 

We are developing a GPS-DOS System to mitigate this risk. 

GPS-DOS System 

- Our look-down eVTOL system designed to identify landing sites is easily adapted to 

provide both GPS location and situation awareness. 

- A $150,000 project proposal will shortly be submitted to the UK MOD to develop this 

system. 

- In due course ASST will pursue similar funding and development opportunities with 

the US Army. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Market 

Safety Eco-System and Emergency Landing System for eVTOL Aircraft 

 

 

Our first products are likely to be the motors used by our partner, Aviation Safety Resources 

(ASR) to extract their ballistic recovery parachutes in the event of an emergency.  They have 

already supplied a range of these ballistic recovery parachute systems to light aircraft and 

eVTOL manufacturers. 

https://www.aviationsafetyresources.com/  



We will also target the burgeoning delivery drone market for our look-Down System to 

automatically identify emergency landing sites, as this is not only essential for safety, but also 

to help identify accurately whether a drone can land in the designated area. 

Logistics companies such as Amazon, UPS and Alphabet are developing logistics drones.  With remote 

or even automated piloting, and the potential of 1000s of these drones flying in and over urban areas 

at any one time, there is an urgent need to protect the population on the ground in the event of one 

of these drones needing to land in an emergency. 

According to the latest report "Delivery Drones Global Market Report 2022”, the global delivery drone 

market is expected to grow from $1.26 billion in 2021 to $1.47 billion in 2022 at a compound annual 

growth rate (CAGR) of 17.3%. The market is expected to reach $3.74 billion in 2026 at a CAGR of 26.2%. 

https://www.reportlinker.com/p06241264/Delivery-Drones-Global-Market-Report.html 

1st March 2022 

According to an earlier report (2020-2021) by Fortune Business Insights, this estimate is conservative, 

with the global drone package delivery market projected to grow from $1,522.4 million in 2021 to 

$31,188.7 million by 2028 at CAGR of 53.94% in forecast period 

 

https://www.fortunebusinessinsights.com/drone-package-delivery-market-104332 

 

The delivery drone market is already beginning to take shape: 

On October 18, for the first time in the United States, a drone completed a scheduled 

commercial residential delivery. The drone delivery was conducted by Wing Aviation, in 

collaboration with FedEx Express, as part of the U.S. Department of Transportation’s 

Unmanned Aircraft Systems Integration Pilot Program (IPP). The FedEx Express package 

delivery to a home in Christiansburg, Virginia marks the launch of the first scheduled, 

commercial residential drone delivery service and the first scheduled e-commerce delivery 

via drone delivery trial in the United States. 

https://www.reportlinker.com/p06241264/Delivery-Drones-Global-Market-Report.html
https://www.fortunebusinessinsights.com/drone-package-delivery-market-104332


For the duration of the trial, Wing drones will transport select FedEx packages to qualifying 

homes in Christiansburg, demonstrating the benefits of drone delivery for last-mile delivery 

service. Wing received an expanded air carrier certificate from the FAA earlier this year so it 

could demonstrate safe commercial operation in the larger Blacksburg-Roanoke area. 

Meanwhile, the FAA Approved UPS as Drone Airline for Commercial Deliveries, making UPS 

the first official drone airline with a full Part-135 FAA certification. 

https://transportup.com/headlines-breaking-news/operators/alphabet-wing-fedex-drone-delivery-service/ 

24th October 2019 

Since 2019, FedEx has continued to make progress and have recently announced that they 

are teaming up with Elroy Air who are developing an end-to-end autonomous vertical take-off 

and landing (VTOL) aerial cargo system 

 

https://transportup.com/headlines-breaking-news/vehicles-manufactures/fedex-to-test-autonomous-drone-

cargo-delivery-with-elroy-air/ 

6th April 2022 

 

In Europe, German Airways has signed a joint letter of intent with the German manufacturer 

Wingcopter, the companies have agreed to purchase 17 Wingcopter 198 delivery drones and 

acquire options to order an additional 115 drones in two further tranches by the end of 2023. 

The aircraft are to be deployed from the second half of 2024 – initially offshore, for example 

for the delivery of spare parts to wind farms.  It is noted thatAs the delivery drones must be 

able to land with pinpoint accuracy on a moving ship, their use will be technically demanding.  

 

https://transportup.com/headlines-breaking-news/regulations/faa-approves-ups-drone-airline-for-commercial-deliveries/
https://transportup.com/headlines-breaking-news/operators/alphabet-wing-fedex-drone-delivery-service/
https://transportup.com/headlines-breaking-news/vehicles-manufactures/fedex-to-test-autonomous-drone-cargo-delivery-with-elroy-air/
https://transportup.com/headlines-breaking-news/vehicles-manufactures/fedex-to-test-autonomous-drone-cargo-delivery-with-elroy-air/


Armored Vehicle Protection Systems 

 

  



Strength in Patents 

 

 


